
ABSTRÄCT

An assessment of the leve1 of socíal functioning of a

sample of children who had been discharged from children's
Home of Vüinnípeg following treatment for emotional

dísturbance \^/ä.s made ín this study. A three-poínt rating
scale was used as the research instrument and social
workers and teachers providecl the data.

The data was analysed to find possible relationships
between the level- of socj.al functioninq Ín the areas of
family and community, and six chosen varj.ables; age of
admittance, number of placements since discharge, age of
discharge, length of stay in the institution, length of
time since discharge and present age of the sample group.

FrÕm our findings, several conclusions were drawn:

(i) Chíldren who were admitted before age of nine

and discharged before the age of twelve showed a

significantly higher level of functioning
followíng discharge than those admitted and

discharged at an ol-der age.

(ii) There \^/ere índications that there was some

diffículty adjusting to living outside the

institution following treatment, as índicated by

the higher level of functioning among those who

tl_r



had been out of the institution for the longer

time.

(j.ii) There \^/ere also i.ndícations that, the díscharge

environment was important in the level of
adjustment made, since the number of placements

\das related to the level of social" functioning.
(iv) These conclusions raised the question of whether

alternate forms of treatment for older children
and those with less severe symptoms might not
be more effective than institutional treatment.

An evaluat,ion of the research insLrument used in the

study was made. rt was found that the three-point rating
scale was inadequaLe to discern the difference between

levels of social functioníng. rn addit,ion, several of the

levels on the scale did not appropriately reflect the actual
Ieve1 of social functioning of the children. These

inadequacies of the rating scale hindered to some degree

the accuracy and reliability of the research study.
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CHAPTER T

INTRODUCTION

Pur ose

This study is a descriptive assessment of the lever of
sociar functioning of children who have been discharged from

Childrenrs Home of Winnipeg between January I, 1964, and

December 3L, 1969, following t.reatment for emotional disturb-
ance. rn additionr ân attempt has been made to evaluate the

research instrument developed by the Research Group to
assess the social functionj.ng of the children. The study

was carried out by a group of seven t{asters' students in the

School of Social Vüork, IJniversity of t4anj_toha, as a partial
ful-fíl]ment of the requirements for the degree of Master of
Social Work.

Setting

The instituti-on. Children rs Home of Winnipeg is a

voluntary non-profit agency, whose purpose is to provide

residential treatment for emotionally disturbed children.
The institution serves the province of Manitoba, and its
clientele are referred by various family and chil-d welfare

agencies of the province.

Children's Home was inítiaIly establj_shed in 1BB3 to
provide a home for destitute boys. rn 1887, the institution

l-
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h/as incorporated as a private non-sectarian agency under its
present name. The Home continued to fulfill the function of
an orphanage until after ü7or1d war rr and sheltered up to
four hundred cirildren. I

rn 1950, in keeping with a recommendation of a community

survey and j-n response to the lessening need for guardian-Lype

servj-ce, the l{ome embarlced on a rehabi-litation program f or

disturbed adolescent gir1s. In L957, the service was

extended to j-nclude emotionally dis.burbed boys.

At the present time, Children's l{ome consists of two

treatment houses located at 768 victor street and 191 canora

Street in Winnipeg. The agency handles a total of thírty-
three cirildren of both sexes between ttre agies of six and

sixteen. Tn addition, the Flome runs a summer camp which

accommodates thirty-five children, including al_l of the

residents and a few non-residents. During the winter months

part of the camp, which is winterízed, operates as a special
facility for children requj-ring a short-term closed treatment

program.

The admission policy of Chlldren's Home is to accept

any child who might benefit from the treatment program.

chronic clelinquent children who require a more controlled
atmosphere and autj"stic children are generally not accepted.

At present, the Home admits children whose behaviour

indicates that they are unalcle to function adequately in

I rnformation in the section was provided by children's Home.
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their homes, school¡ or community.

The treatment staff is comprised of three professional
social workers, the Executive Director and two unit
directors; residential treatment workers in the ratio of one

worker to four children; a teacher; a part-time family
therapist; and vol-unteers. rn addition, a psycrriatrist, a

psychologist and two pediatricians are employed in a

consulting capacity. The treatment program is under the

direction of the Executive Director and the unit directors.
Discharge decisíons are arrived at through staff

assessment of the child's functioning in the Home and at
school. other factors considered are: the child,s own

expression of being ready to leave; the placing agency's

decision; and the assessment that the chíld may benefit
more appropriately from another type of program.

The Childrenrs Home is governed by an el-ected Board.

of thirty-two Directors, comprised of both 1ay and profes-
sional people. A quarter of the members of the Board are

elected annually for terms of one to four years.

The annual operating cost of the Home is approximately

$300r000. About 96 percent of this income is derived from

the government of the Province of Manitoba, for the childrenrs
maintenance on a per diem basis of ç29.17 per child. It
costs about $10 r 000 to treat a child in the Home for one

year. children generally require a minimum of one to trvo

years residence in the institution before significant
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results are obtained from the treatment.2 The remaining

4z of the operating budget comes from private donations and

interest on a capital fund of Ç97,000.3 Grants for expansion

of treatment facilities are also provi-ded by the government.

The lIome is in the process of adding a Half-way House to its
present program to provj_c1e a l_ess intensive program for
children ready to leave an inLensive-care unit but not ready

for placement in his own or a foster home.

Bacl<ground of the Study

rnterest in the study began with the connection of one

of the group with children's Flome and the general interest
of the group in child welfare services and especially the

treatment of children with emotional and behaviour problems.

In acldition, the E><ecutive Director of Children's Home,

I{r. C1ive Bate, expressed the need for a study to obtain
information about the effectiveness of the institution's
program. such knowledge would be valuable not only to the

institution itself , l¡ut also would inclicate to the community

the value of the treatment program.

An urgent need for such knowledge has recently become

apparent through expressed concerns from different sources

about the lack of treatment facilities for disturbed

chj-ldren in Winnipeg. These sources included newspaper

2 Report of the Social- Service Au<lit (Winnipeg 1969) p. 87.
3 The figures in this section were derived from the 1969
Annual Report of children's Home and may be discrepant with
figures of the actual time periocl of the study.
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articles and editorials r 
4 and the publication of the Report

of the social service Audit.5 The l-atter also noted that of
the six "open" institutions for the treatment of emotÍonal

disturbance that existed in vüínnípeg, three \¡/ere experiencing

underpopulation.6 Since that time, one of the three, a

voluntary institution for the treatment of disturbed adoles-

cent girls has closed.7 The Audit also reported that treat-
ment methods used in the six agencies varied from institution
to inst.itution, and that not enough was known as to the

efficacy of any particular treatment approach. There is an

urgent need at. this time for studies to measure the

effectiveness of service of these institutions.
Another recently published report by the Commission on

the Emotional and Learning Disorders ín children (cELDrc)

has estimated that one million children suffer from emotional

and learning disorders in Canada, and that there is a

shortage not only of residential treatment facilities, but

L--.'WinnÍpeg Free Press.
"Disturbed Children" r and
Le70).

Editorial
Free Press

(october
article,

25, L969) ,
(nebruary 7,

sReport of the Social Service Audit (Winnipeg, Lg6g).
This report is the result of an intensive stock-

taking on the part of the community of MetropolÍtan Vtinnipeg
in the field of health, welfare and recreatíonal services
which extended over a five-year period, and. resulted ín a
number of recommendations to up-date the social services in
the community.

6rb¿d., p. BB.

Twinnipeg Free Press articte (nebruary 7 | 1970).
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of arternative forms of treatment as well. B rhis reporL is
critical of the effect of residential treatment programs

because they remove the child from his home and community

and segregate him in an artificial setting. Following

treatment the child may have difficult.y adjustíng to the

more rigid demands of community life from the more permis-

sj-ve and protective atmosphere of the instítution.
rn response to these expressed concerns the community

I¡Ielfare Planning council of winnipeg has suggested that an

alternative program to residential treatment be considered

in vrTinnipeg, in which the disturbed chird wourd remaÍn in
his home and community, and receive treatment through a

day-care program. This would be combined with íntensive
casework with the chitd's family.'

However, it is doubtful whether alternative programs

shoul-d be started until assessments of the various institu-
ti-onal programs that are in existence can be made. To this
end the community vfel-fare Planning council has developed a

research mode1l 0 for the purpose of evaluating institutional
treatment programs.

- 
tR"port of the commission of the Emotional and Learning

Disorders in children: one l'tillion children - The celdic
R.eport. (Canada: L. Cra rnford., puþ1 l_sner , L9 /rJ) | p. 20 ¿.

o_'Information obtained in an intervÍew with the
Executive Director of Childrents Home.

1 0M. Nieman. An Assessment of Treatment Results in
Residential Treatment for Children in Manitoba. Añ un-
publish ed report for the
Council I L969 

"

Community Welfare Planning
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The original plan of our group \^/as to use this research

model to evaluate the program of children's Home. A review

of the literature of other evaluative studiesl 1 indicated
that most studies used a comparative approach¡ ässessing

the child's level of socÍal functÍoning at two or more

time periods: at the tíme of admission, the time of discharge

and foll-owing discharge. such a comparative study requires
either an extended time period for the research t oy else

a detailed and consistently recorded assessrnent of each

child for at least one of these periods.

since the present study is restricted in time available,
and assessments of each child suitable for research purposes

were not availabre from children's Home, a comparative study

was not feasj-l:rle. However, as the Audit Report pointed out,
the purpose of all residential treatment programs ís to
enable the child to return to the community and to function
adequately there, after díscharge.

IJnfortunately, the research model developed by the

community welfare Planning council was of limited use for
our study since it was developed to study children while
in the artificial environment of the institution, and did
not cover all areas of community living. Therefore, a

research instrument was developed for this study, and since

its reliability was not tested before its use, the purpose

of the present study became two-fold: first, to assess

I lThese studies will be reviewed in more detail in a
later section.
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the social functioning of 'bhe children in the sample

population; and second, to evaluate the ad.equacy of the

research tool developed for the study.

To summarize, then, this study was designed primarily
to assess the adjustment made to the demands of society by

a sample group of children, who had been discharged from

children's Home of winnipeg after receiving treatment for
emotional disturbance. The sample group had all been

living outside the llome for at least a year in order to have

had ti-me to adjust to living away from the therapeutic
atmosphere of the institution. The time period of six
years was chosen in order to obtain a large enough sample

to observe any trends and relationships that may become

apparent between the adequacy of present socj-al functioning
j-n various areas and such factors as support and stress in
the environment followj-ng dischargê, and the age of
admittance, or length of stay in the treatment institution.
A secondary purpose of the study was an assessment of the

adequacy of the research instrument developed to measure

social functioning of the children.
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LITERATURE

A review of the lit.erature in the chilcl welfare field
indicates that there is concern about the present provisions
for treatment of emotionally disturÌ:ed children. Emotional

disturbances may be defined as "a major instability of mooc1,

as found ín a wide variety of psychiatric disabilities that
result in disturbed behaviour and tirinking". l For the

purpose of our study, emotional disturbances will be vj-ewed

as involving a "persistent imbalance in interaction between

the cliild and his envíronment; between his capacities and

the internal and external demands made upon him".2

conservat,ive estimates by the commission on Emotional

and Learning Disorders rn children (cELDrc REpoRT) estimate

that one rni-lli-on children in canada have an emotional or
learning dj-sorder requiring some intervention if optimal

development is to occur.3 However, such an estimate gives

only a rough idea of the size of the problem.

lDepartment of
Residential and In

National Flealth and I¡Ie1fare. Survey of
Patient Treatment Centers for Emotional-l-

stur d ren n wa: Fe uary ¡ P.
2Commission of Emotional and Leanrinq Disorders in

Chil-dren: One Mil-lion Chil-dren - The Celdic Re
L. Crainfo I pub rP.

9

efr 0
ort. (Canada:
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Treatment centers usually record only the number of children
receiving a given service and tell us nothing about the

unmet need. As welI, differences in termi_nology and

criteria, and the overlappj-ng of categories make accurate

estimating impossible.

The CELDIC report states that a major gap in existing
child welfare programs is a shortage of residential treatment

centers for emotionally disturbed childrenl The socj-al

Service Audit reiterates this poínt in finding that
"diagnostic services and facilities for emotionally disturbed
chil-dren are in short supply". s For example, psychiatric
hospital facilities are extremely limited in Manitoba.

Because there is seldom an alternate form of care avaílable,
the residential treatment centers accept for care, chj-ldren

who do not reaIly fit within their setting.6
A trend. in child welfare is the increased use of

j-nstitutional care as a specialized resource for children
who are unable to use family type substitute care. While

there is no universally accepted definition of residen'bial

treatment centers, there are enough points of similarity to
permit a gieneralized description. A residential treatment

center is an institution for emotionally disturbed

acommission on Emotional and
Children: One Million Children -
L. Crainford, Publisher, J970), p

ssocial Service Audit Inc.,
Audit. (Winnipeg: May, 1969) , p.

6 rbid. , p. 87.

Learni-ng Disorders
The CELDIC Report.

2L.

in
(Canada:

Report of the Social Service
31.
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children, who because of their own problems and disturbed
rerationships with other people, cannot remain 1n their
own homes for treatment. They need a more controlled and

therapeutic environment. T Planned and structured activities
are designed to meet the child's needs to establj-sh order
in his disorganízed mode of living. rn generar, casework

and psychotherapeutic services are components of residential
treatment. s

Hylt.on has concluded a comparative study of 2L resi-
dential treatment centers. e she found that 53 percent of
the 891 children within the centers had received some

therapy for their emotj-onal problems prior to their present

stay. of the children in residency 97 percent received

some indivi-dual therapy during the year that was studied.

According to Hylton, the children in the treatment centers

ranged in age from 5-2I years with the largest number

between the ages of 10-14. There was an average of 35

children per center with the average length of stay for
the chilcl being 2-2/3 years. fn comparison, the children's
Home has a capacity of 31 children between the ages of
6-L6, with the average length of stay being 3 years in 1g69.r0

7Hylton, The Residential Treatment Center. (l¡ew York,
Ch il-d I¡üelfare League of America, 1964) | p" 14.

IJ. Adler, "General
of Dj-sturbed Children" ,
1968), p. 519.

Concepts in
Child !üelfare

Residential Treatment
(xLVrr, November,

s Hylton t op. cit,, Chapter 4.

Home of Winnipeg, B5th Annual Reporti o Chi]dren's (1e6e)
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Godfrey and Schlesinger write that a goal of residential
treatment is "to provide experiences to al1ow the child
to mature; develop skills and a sense of personal worth, and
'b-he ability to deal- better with the realities of the

environment".Il fn a si-milar vein, the social_ service Audit
defines the goal of residential treatment as "to help these

children reach a level of emotional stability which wíll
eventually enable them to function adequately in the
community" . r 2

unfortunately, institutionar- care involves a certain
amount of segregation from life j-n the communj-ty for the
emotionally disturbed child. A somev¡hat artificial
environment is created as there is a greater tol-eration of
deviant behaviour within the resiclential_ treatment center.
This may create confusion for the child in relating
institutional expectations and tolerance to community

standards. I 3

The cELDrc report is highly critical of the effect of
many present programs that remove the chíId with an

emotional disorder from the normal stream so that he is
separated from other chj-ldren ín his age group. t u

t lR Godfrey and B.
Paths to Maturi

Schlesingêr, Child lrÏelfare Services-
Wr-ndr-n
on ren and ou

I acommission on
Cirildren , op. cit. ,

. (Toronto:
65) , p. 46.

I 2Report of the Social- Service Audit,
t 3Godfrey and Schlesing€rr

Can i-an Conference

Emotional
p. 252.

cit. , p

Learning

op. ct,t. t p.

. 49.

Di-sorders in

op.

and

87.
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By restricting his contact with indíviduals in the outside

community, the programs are often regarded as providing

care for children who are not expected to take their place

as contributing members of society. The labelling and

anticipation of incompetence are seen as making it hard for
the child to return to active participation in his home

community.

A survey of literature in the fields of child welfare

reveals that little research has been <1one on assessing the

post discharge functj-oning of children who have been

rel-eased from residential treatment centers. According to
Radushin, "the few studies available do support one another

in suggesting that resident.ial treatment in an institution
does have a positi-ve ef fect on the child's behaviour,t.l5

However, there is no standard measuring criteria. For

children accepted by an institution are different to begin

with, from those not admj-tted. There is no way of l<nowing

what would have become of these children without treatment.

A high proportion of children referred to residential
treatment centers have loeen unsuccessfulry treated before

admission and the center is a l-ast resort.l6 ïii addition,
successfuL discharge adaptations may have lceen due to the

discharge placement structure rather than because of the

l sAlfred Kadushin, Chil-d Welfare Services (New york:
Macmillan Co., 7967), p. 342.

16H. Sílver, "Residential Treatment of Emotionally
Disturbed cirildren - An Evaluation of 15 years Experienceo/
Journal of Jewish Communial Service, (XXXVIII, 1961),
pp. 199-202.
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treatment approach.

ft has been claimed that the practitioner has not
sufficiently clarified his concepts to be of help to the
researcher in the chilcl welfare fierd. I 7 practitioners are
focused on doing and are not prone to examine procedures

which have become automatic and intuitive over time. rt
is often difficult to appry a diagnostic designation and

this is subject to change depending on the person making

the diagnosis. Lerner's study of 25 children at llawthorne-

Cedar Knoll-s residential treatment center notes that in nine
of the cases, there was doubt about the chj-ld's dj-agnosis

at the time of his entrance. r I ft is not always possibte
to determine a treatment approach even where diagnosis
is made. The problem is that not enough knowledge is
available about how chiLdren get to be the way they are or
aï:out the most effective procedures for correcting such

difficultj-es. The social- service Audit Report states that
"At the present ti_me, not enough is known as to the
efficacy of any particular treatment approach as provided
to children with a particular type of problem. I e A review

17M. Norris and B.
Child Welfare Research

The Unknown and Known in
k: Nati onal Association ofSocial- Worl<ers I 1965) ,

I BKadushin,

I eReport of

op.

the

I;Va11ace,
(New Yor
p. 102.

cit, , p. 545

Social Service Audit , op. cit.. ,p.Bz
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of the literature led to the decision of the present

research group to shift from its original focus of

evaluating the effectiveness of the treatment approach of

the Children's Home.

Nevertheless, clinical reports confirm that a

therapeutic environment in which daily activities are

structured to encourage and support positive change, is
capable of effectíng considerable change in the behaviour

of disturbed children. Bettelheim reviewed the status of
3J children discharged from the Orthogenic School. He

described J-5 as cured, 2 as showing no change, and the

rest as showing some improvement.20

Another evaluation of treatment i-nvolved 339 children
at Ryther: Child Center during a period from 1936-45,

Treatment was seen as successful when the child was able to
adjust to his o\,vn or a new home, was able to get along well
in school and if he was living in accordance with community

legal standards.2l By their ovln críterta, 75 percent had

made a satisfactory adjustment.

A foilow-up study of Bellefaire, a residential treatment

center far 50 boys, found that the majority of them were

functioning adequately I-114 years after discharge.'2 Results

2oKadushin, op. eít., p.
27 -t -' a -' " J b'l,d.. , p. 540 .

22M. Allerhard, R. Weber,
AdapÈability, The Bellefaíre

535.

and M. Haug, Adaptation and
Follow-up Study. (New York:

Child ÏVelf are League of amerlca ; T966) , p. -T42.
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from this study índicate that the supportive or stressful
nature of the post institutíonal environment appears to be

the crucial factor in success. positive adaptation to the

instítutÍon did not forecast adequacy in the post discharge

environment, nor was length of stay significantly related
to successful adjustment.

At a study of Knowles School, involving 38 boys

discharged between 1955-65, relevant aspects of the post

discharge situat.ion included the following: the presence or
absence of aftercare, living situation to which the boy was

discharged, and the age at discharge. 23 social adjustment

was measured in the areas of employment, home, school and

community particípation. A majority of boys from Knowles

achieved a good or fair socíal adjustment. Those boys who

were discharged to their ovrn homes achieved a lower social
adjustment than boys discharged to either foster homes or
boarding homes. Boys in the age range of 10-1I years

achieved a high adjustment rating; there was a downward

trend to age 16. As wíth the Bellefaire study, the presence

or absence of environmental support in the post discharge

situation \^/as an important variable.
The preceeding evaluatíve studies \^¡ere examined to

aid in the establishing of a criteria for rating the social
functioning of children discharged from the childrenrs Home.

23fi.L. Kirby et; dL. ,"7\ Descriptive Study of the possible
Relat,ionship Between the social Adjustment of a Group of Boys
Treated at Knowles School for Boys and Certain Aspects of
Their Environment", Unpublíshed M.Sc. Thesis (University of
Mani.toba, 1968).
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Also useful was the Community Welfare Planning Council

rating scaLe formulated to measure the social functioning

of chíldren in institutional care.'4 Areas covered in this
assessment íncluded the chil-d's relationship with the school,

community, and peers.

A survey of the lit,erature raises questions regarding

the appropriateness of present treatment resources for the

emotionally disturbed child. Too often the policy orientation
is to remove a child from the home for treatment, with a

relative neglect of intervention to enhance or rehabilitate
the child's family and his social environmentSs present

arrangements for follor,rz-up and after care are inadequate.

Urgently needed is a seguence of services so that all
children who need help can move easily into residential
care and return as easily to the community.26 For example,

it has been suggested that such care for emotionally

disturbed children shoul-d be augmented by expansion of such

facílities as hatf way houses and services to children on

an out-patient basis.

'4M. Neiman, "Assessment of Treatment Results in Six
Resident,ial Treatment Centers for Children in Manitoba",
A Research Project for the Community Welfare Planning
Council (1969) .

2 scommission on
Children ¡ op. eit.,

2 6 tbid.

Emotional and
p. 252.

Learning Disorders in
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Our study sought to focus on the child's social
functioning after discharge from residential treatment and

on aspects of the environment that appear to have a

significant effect on theír functioning. social functioning
may be defined as "the totality of roles any person carries
at one time ín his liferr.27 Furthermore, roles are ',patterns
of expected behaviour".

The child acquires expectations of the appropríate

behaviour through agenci-es of socialization which include

the famíly, school, and informal peer groups. According to
Parsons, these agencies function so as to develop within the

individual "a commitment to the broad values of society". 2 B

.As weIl, they aid in t.he devlopment of capacj_tíes so that
the indivídual becomes competent ín performing tasks

involved in various roles.
Hence, it was felt that the concept of roles would

aid in an understanding of ways in which a person is
integrated into the social system. For Allerhand writes
that "the institutional sítuation is deliberately geared

to help the child gradually resume performance of appropriate

social rolesn.2e rn the BelLefaire study the child's actual
behaviour was studied in terms of his role performance to
persons, work, school, and leisure.

,, H.
Service

Perlman, "The
Review (xxxv)

Social in
December,

Casework", Social
p. 374.

Social
l_9 61) ,

" T. Parsons, Social
The Free Press, 1970).

Structure and Personality (London:

's Allerhand ei; aL. , op. cit.. , p. 16 .
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For purposes of our study, it was decided to evaluate

each child's social functioning ín terms of the role he

performs within the living situation, school t or employment,

and the community.

Because social functioning refers to the way in which

a person is meeting societal demands and expectations

relative to these major life areas, ít was decided to

attempt to review the signíficance for the Índividual of
the family, the school, the neighbourhood communì-ty, and

the employment situat.ion.

School attendance and performance is perhaps the best

measure of the child's abilitíes and stabílity, as he

generally spends a relatively large amount of time (approx-

imately 30 hours per week or one-third of his waking hours)

within this environment. The schoolr âs an establishment

for education, focuses attention on educational competence

and achievement, and also on the child's role performance

which ís subject to a díscípline and reward system, thus

making the behaviour of a child in the school settinq an

important indicant of his adjustment.

Tt is ín the school setting that the child is Lested on

his relationships with peers, adults and authority, as well
as his ability to integrate the learning material presented.

High status is awarded to the active, non-hostíle, not-
overly-dependent. child, who demonstrates resporì,sibility and

dependability with respect to individual and group goals
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and Ínterpersonal relations, and who does not engaqe in
behaviour that disrupts the classroom. This type of child
is likely to make good use of his intelligence. As the

child develops more acceptance and competence in the class-
room, he tends to develop greater self-esteem.30 Vfith

these increases in self-esteem, the child's position in t,he

social system becomes mÕre satisfying and correspondingly

his behaviour becomes increasingly constructive and

accepted.

Development of self-esteem is in the domain of
psychological health. Tt is listed as one of the most

important goals of a program such as Children's Home, 3 1

and ít is a criterion of the clegree of success which the

institution has achieved in its rehabilitative attempts with
disturbed chil-dren. The data indicates that where the

degree of the child's self-esteem is deficient, his inter-
actional attempts in the cl-assroom are not likely to

increase his self-esteem or his interpersonal skills. He is
likely to resort to defense mechanisms such as denial or

projection in order tÕ protect whatever limited self-esteem

he can marshall to ward off the rejection of others. In

so doing, a self-sustaining circle is established. Rejection

30¡.{. L. Hoffman and L. Vü. Hoffman,
Development Research. Vols. I and II.

Review of Child
(New York: Russel

Ságè Foundat.ion,
31clive Bate,

T966). vol. rr, p. 47.

Executive Director, Children's Home.
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breeds defensiveness, further aggressi-on or withdrawal,

and more reduction in self-esteem. Thus, symptoms of
emotional- conflict and disturbance present themselves. 32

Hence, inst,itutions for disturbed children work at
promoting a growth in self-esteem up to the stage where the

child has a sufficient feeling of self-worth to cope

reasonably successfully with the school situation.
,fust as the school class can be treated from the func-

tional point of view as the focal socializing agency of
persons from the first grade untíl entry into the labour

force or marriâgêr33 so has the family thís socíalizing task.
Parsons has rnade a functional analysis of what goes on in
family 1ife. rt is the essential process of socj-alization

of the younger members of the family (up to the fírst grade)

and. the secondary process of stabilizatíon and control t ot
a continuation of the socialization process3a at the same

time as the school takes on the more significant and focal
position wíth respect to the child's socialization.

In addition to providing nurturance and guidance to

their children and serving as role models, parents orient
and help to induct their children into a variety of groups

"Hoffman and Hoffman t op. cíl;, , Vol. If , p. 248 .

Structure and Personality.3 3Talcott Parsons: Social
IIrOndon: Collier-MacMillan), p. 130.

t ucau""s of Mental Di-sorders: A Review of E
Knowl e
House,
Fund,

, New York I 1959.
15 5.

Proceed gso aRo
idemiolo ical

T eHe at en
r

1961) p.
(mew York: Milbank Memorial
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and social situations to be encountered in the larger

socj-ety.3s An important part of the parents' social-ization

of their chi1dren is the imparting of norms and values.

Studies of disturbed children frequently reveal disturbed
parents and even grandparents. Bruno Bettleheim, in his book

Love is Not Enoughs 6 states that it is common to find that
the difficulties of almost all emotionalty clisturbed children
have originated in the relationship to a parent.

In so far as hostility is well-linked with rejectioñ,tt
the more hostility the child demonstrates within his environ-

ment, to that extent it indicates his feelíng of being

rejected. This feeling of rejection is extemporized by

aggressive, unco-operative, unsocialized behaviour. Thus,

the family situation provides an important clue to the

child's dysfunctioning or maladjustment. When a child
functions effectively as a member of the larger society, this
may be the best test of the family's success as a socializing
aoeIIcv

': . tl\"

The'.p e influence on the child's individuality is
his family, fol-lowed by that of the school. To help the

child complete his developing picture of the larger world

around him, and his identity and relationship to it, the

3uHoffman and Hoffman, op. eít., Vol. Ir,
3 GBruno Bettleheim: Love is Not Enough.

p. 27.

(New York:
I{acMi llan Co., 1950) p. 25.

3 THof fman and Hof fman , op . cíl;. , Vol. If , p. 246.
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child interacts with others in group sj_tuations. These

opportunities for group experience are relevant to both

his present functi"oning and to his future social relation-
ships as well. The peer group has generally been recognized

as ä, socializing agent, distinctively different from that of
the adults of his family or those in the school-. Children

who have learned the prescribed behaviour of the peer group

are rewarded with peer acceptance. Their social attach-
ments become more pronounced and the group holds great

effectiveness for motivating behaviour.

As the child matures, he spends less time in family
settings, but increasingly greater amounts of time in
community peer settings. Here he becomes a part of a complex

network of relations with other children. such experiences

contribute to the child's knowledge of hís role and status

among his peers. Peers help to establish his o\^/n self-
concept, and they help in the formation of the child's
attitude and values about his social world.3B

Acceptance by his peers can contrihrute siqnificantly
to the child's self-esteem, that all important. ingredient
of psychological health.

In the formation of attitudes and values learning

the rules of the game through peer relationships, the

community acts as a socializing agent.

Vüith regard to occupational behaviour of the young

'BHoffman and Hoffman, op. cít,, Vol. It p. 304.
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person, the external real-world setting imposes important

demands, expectations, and restrictions upon youth. The

young person acquires a complex assortment of motives and

skills as he gro\ivs toward economic independence.

In order to effect a smooth transítion from the family,
the school, and the neighbourhood community, into the work

force, prior conviction as to the value and dígnity of work

is essential, as is good motivation.

After entrance into the labour force, many of the

youthrs attitudes and modes of behaviour assocíated with
pre-employment development may be in evidence. In as much

as this behaviour becomes modified to suit the demands of

the work worl-d, and appropriate coping behaviour j-s

developed, will the degree of success in the labour force

exist. In this way employment acts as stil1 another

socializing agency. 3 s

3 eHoffman and Hoffman t op. cit., Vol. IT, p. 377 .



CHAPTER ITT

RESEARCH DESTGN AND }{TETHODOLOGY

The purpose of this study r,vas two-fold: first, to

assess the present social functioning of the chíldren in the

sample population in the living situation, school and/ar

employment, and in the community, and second, to evaluate

the adequacy of the research instrument developed for the

study.

Selection of the Sample

Random sampling procedures v/ere not required in this
study, since the entire sample was used, that is, the total
number of children <lischarged from the Children's Home of
Winnipeg from January I I L964, tÕ December 31, Lg6g, v,zithout

distinguishing the two treatment units. The list of children
u/as obtained from the records of Children's Home.

This particular five-year period was sel-ected for two

reasons. First, it was to provide the research group with
a large enough number of cases to make the proposed study

meaningful. During this time period a total of forty-eight
chii-dren v/ere discharged, which we believed adequate f or

this study. Second, the five year period would allow a

minimum of one year following discharge from Childrenrs

Home, to allow for adjustment to a living situation quite

25
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different from the art.ificiat environment of an institution.
The research group studied the fil-es of each of the

forty-eight children in order to obtain information to
facilitate the process of locatíng the children. we needed

to find out the referral- agency which had placed the chíld
in children's Home. These agencies would have been involved

in planning for the child at the time of discharge from the

institution and would be t,he best initial contact in locating
the child. ü7e also obtained the date of admittance and of
díscharge in order to determine the length of stay in the

institution and the length of time since discharge.

The final number of children to be studied was limited
by several f actors. lfe decided that the chil_d must have

been in Children's Home for no less than six months. This

was to exclude those children placed in the Home on a

temporary basis until a more appropriate placement was

available, and in whom no significant change in behavj,our

\,vas expected in such a short time period. Since we \^/ere

trying to measure present social functioning of the children
in the community, those children presently in other treat-
ment or detention institutions were also excluded. Those

chíldren no longer resíding j-n Manitoba were not included

in the study because of the diffj-culties in contacting them

and because of rimitations in time and funds avaílable to
the research group. Fínally, we excluded all those children
who were no longer known to a social service agency. This

\,vas done to facilitate data collection, as these child.ren
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would be difficult to locate, and because the design \^/as

set up to utilize the first hand knowtedge of professíonal

people working with the chíldren. ft was believed that
this woul-d not reduce the number of cases significantly.
Many of the children \Mere permanent wards of the Children's

Aid Society until they turned eighteen. In other cases,

the problems were serious enough to require continued

contact with a social worker.

Operational Def initions
For the purposes of this study the research group

definecl certain concepts as follows.

SoeiaL lunctioning; The performance ôf a person ín

sel-ected significant areas of his li.fe-tÍving situation,
school and/or work, and community.

ScLtooL: Any educatíonal institutions including training
coursesr technical schools, and private and public

schools.

Liuing Sítual;ion.' Vühere the child is presentty living.
It includes the family of origin, foster homes or group

homes, adoption homes, and boarding homes.

llark.' Any socially acceptable services for which pay-

ment is rendered.

Peey,s: Significant individuats of similar age and of

either sex.

Community Pay,ticipation.' Involvement in organized

activities exclusive of school, employment, and family.
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Types of Data

We collected three types of data:

1. factual Ínformatíon about the chítd

2. the criteria used by the persons rating the

child

3. the level of the child's social functioninq

ín four areas of his life living sítuation,
school and/or worl<, and. community.

The Rating Scale

The rating scale (Appendix A) with an attached face

sheet was used to collect the necessary d.ata. I¡Ie used social
workers and teachers to rate the chíldren because they could

provide the objective information needed to achieve the

purpose of the study. This technique, rather than a schedule

used in interviews with the children, avoided any possibility
of upsetting t.he child.

The design of the scale, based on the operatíonal

definitions developed by the group and indicators of social
functioning within each of the four areas, d.rew heavily on

the scales used in the Bellefaire Follow-up Study Adaptation

a.Lrë Adaptability, and the T¡Telfare Planning Council Study of

six centers for residential treatment in .it{etro Winnipeg.

The indicat,ors of socÍa1 functioning included in the

four areas were:

1. Líuing situation;
a) participation in family activitíes
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b) relationship with parents or parent

substítutes

c) compliance with realistic family rules

d) relationship rvith other children in the

family

2. communil;y;

a) participation in formal cornmunity

organizat j-ons

b) use of leisure time

c) peer relations with the same sex

d) peer relations with the opposite sex

3. empLogment;

a) dependabí1ity

b) attitude
c) cooperation

4. schooL;

a) attendance

b) attitude toward school

c) level of performance

d) compliance with rules

e) dependabifíty

We defined each of the indicators in the four areas at

three levels Lo indÍcate t'above adequate", "adequate", and

"belo\,v adequate". Three levels were considered suf f icient
to give us an overall broad view of social functioning and

to facilitate the collection of data.
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Each level was described in short sentences in order

to make the meaning clear. rt. would also alr-ow for variable
behaviour within each Ievel and make the d"ifferent levels
of functioning as explicÍt as possible within the broad

nature of the study.

A face sheet u¡as attached to the rating scales for
both the teacher and the social- worker in order to obtain
data considered important to explore the dimensions of the

post discharge envíronment and to develop ideas or hypotheses

about possi-ble relationships between factors in the environ-

ment and the level of social functioning.
After each section in the scale, a space was provided

for the social worker or teacher to give the reasons for
his selection of the level of social functioning. At the

end of the scale space was provided for criticisms and

comments about the scale. This provided daLa to evaluate

the scale as a research instrument.

The second objective, that of evaluating the research

instrument, and the consequent addition to the scal_e of
criticisms and comments v,rere a result of a pretest of the

scale. Four social workers with a child in the total
sample completed the scales for a pretest, and eval_uated

the scale as a measure of social functioning. Although

some indications of weal<ness in the scale resulted, it was

decided to test the instrument as a major part of the study,

rather than change the scaIe. rn the study of the litera-
ture it was found tirat relatively little research has l¡een
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done in connection with emotionally disturbed. children,
especially in the fo1low-up situation. Evaluation of the

scale would provide sorne indication of the value of such

a research technique for future studies.

HavinE developed the rating scale, Lhe next step was

to contact the socíal service agencies which had placed the

children in Children's Home. Letters were sent to the

directors of each of the agencies involved, explaining the

research project and asking for their cooperation. Thís

v/as follorved up by a telephone call to confirm permission

to contact the socia] workers.

During the initial contact with the social workers the

name of the school the child attended was obtained. contact

with the school-s was then made to receive permission to
have the teachers fill out the appropriate scal-e. rf there

were objections to this procedure from the chi]d's social
worker, the worl<er f ilted out the scale f or social- f unc-

tioning in the school.

Plan of Analysis

Four major areas of role functioning were designated

for purposes of analysis. Relevant demographic information
was also collected for the whole sample from the records and

files at children's Home. A face sheet v¡as also attached

to each rating scale. From it, \^re obtained additional
factual- information about the study sample population.

In conjunction wit.h the second purpose of the study,
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namely, to assess the efficacy of the rating scale as a
research instrument, \^ie also obtained not only the criteria
used for the particular choice of scale rating, but also
criticisms, comments, and guides from the raters regarding
their impression of the utility of the rating scale.

Therefore, three types of data were gathered. Those

pertaining to demographic data, data of the social func-
tioning in the selected areas, and. data regarding the

efficacy of the instrument. The first two types of data

were used to explore possible trends and rel-ationships
between the main variables ín each child's environment.

For exampler wê used the length of stay in child.ren's Home

as a variable to see what effect this had on role func-
tioning in the famíly and the community.

The data we obtained in the various areas of role
functioning were used horizontally for purposes of analysis.
Aggregate scores of functj-onings were not totalled across

areas because not all areas were weighted. equally in points,
but all were felt to be equalry important at the time of
the study. Another reason was that the four selected areas

Ì^/ere not unilaterally applicable to all our sample popula-

tion. For instance, a large number of the school sample

nej-ther attended school, nor v/ere they employed..

rn the analysis of the data we chose to use the med-ian

as a means of breaking our total sample into two groups to
allow us to compare the functioning of those above and. below

the median zane. For exampre, in exploring the importance
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of age of discharge from chÍldren's Home and present social
functioning we arrived at a mean age of twelve years for our

total sample and used this as a cut-off point. for comparison.

we then arrived at a rating of functioning for each child
from the scal-es, using aggreqate scores for each of two

significant areas (family and community).

The point totals f rom each area (3 ,2,I) were plot,ted

consi-dering the maximum (L2) and minimum (4) points possible

for each area. The point totals between L2 l0 were ad-
judged "above adequate" funcLioning in that area, those

between 9 - 7 were rated "adequate", and rating,s of 6 - 4

hTere considered an indication of "inadequate" social func-

tioning for the purposes of our analysis.

Each child with his rating in that area, then fetl into
one of the groups, either above or below the median. The

results were plotted in tabular form for each variable in
connection with each area of social functioning i (r) family
and (21 community).

Tab1es and comparative figures were provided to
íllustrate some of t,he trends and relationships. Tables

al-so contained the adjustment of the sample in their various
areas of role performance. Explanation was provided of the

significance of the data so t.abulated. The elaboration and

clarification of the meanings of the data was integral to
an und.erstanding of the relevance and signifÍcance of the

study. From these, implicatíons \^/ere drawn, and questíons

raised and unanswered by the study \^/ere explored.
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The final part of the analysis was concerned v¡ith the

critical evaluation of the study instrument employed, that
is, to measure the social functioning of the children in
the post-treatment environment. The rater's comments and

criticisms \^rere used in this part to determine the efficacies
and/or the inadequaci-es of the research tool utilized.

Scope end Limitations

The study was extended to include the ratings of

children discharged from Children's Home of Winnipeg in
their major areas of social role performance. Specifically,
these were: family situations, community, school, and/or

employment. Also included Ín the study \,vere factors which

could affect social rol-e performarrce, such as history data.

The topic then, extended through the children's social role
performance, and attempted to account for influences from

the socio-econornic environment, that is, how supportive or

disruptive they are to the children's socíaL functioning.
The study applied only to children clischarged from

Children's Home of Winnipeg in the specified time period,

who were living ín the province of Manitoba at t.he time of

the study, who could be 1ocated, and whose social workers

and teachers lvere willing to cooperate in the study. The

sample was therefore not wholly representatj.ve. Thj_s was

reflected in that. the total sample population \^/as forty-
eight and the actual sample rated was twenty*one.

The study was a descriptive one, subject to all the
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limitatÍons of such a study. This was particularly re-
flected in the absence of precise statistical correlations,
and the use of medj-an analysis as a means of comparing

adequacy leveIs.

Other limitations were that the rating scale admitted

of no fine gradations in that only three levels of adequacy

I^iere employed. Time, personnel, and funds f or the study

hrere limited.

As the study was a descriptive one, guestions and

implications, rather than specific hypotheses, v/ere formu-

lated in the study's conclusions.

Majon Assumpti.ons

These were the propositions which were taken as assumed.

or given variables in the assessment:

1. It was assumed that the four sca]e areas of role
performance were adequate and valid indicators of

social functioning. The choice of these role areas

hiere substantiated via the literature, particularly
from the Belfaire Study, the Community Welfare planning

Council Studi-es, and the Knowles School for Boys Study.

2. It was assumed that conformity to the expectations

CIf society in one's ::ol-es was an indicator of social
functioning.

3. It was assumed that the children discharged from

the Children's Home of Winnipeg shared socíety's values

of adequate social functioning in the four areas of
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school and/or work, family situation, and community.

4. rt was assumed that the responses of social- worlcers

and teachers reflected an objective and valid evalua-

tion of each child's functioning in the four role areas,

and therefore v/ere considered as the most appropriate

sources of data collection.

Selection of Sample

We derived the total number of children discharged

during the time period specífied Ì:y the study, from the

files and records at Children's Home. There \^/ere forty:
eight children discharged be'L,ween January L I 1964, and

December 31, 1969. From this number three were excruded

as they did not remain in the Home for the required six
month period.

The selection of the study sample populat.ion was

further limited by the following factors. Firstly, we fert
that those children currently in a treatment or detention
facility would not afford an accurate assessment of their
present functioni^g, and in keeping with the purpose of
the study, and would consequently be excluded from the study

sample. The reasôn for thís assumption lies in the fact
that those children in an institutional setting \,úere there

because of their inadequate functioning in the community.

Ten chÍldren hzere in this category. Five of these were in
a psychiatric facility, while three were committed to
detention centers for delinquent behaviour. One boy is
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currently at the Manitoba school for the Mentally Retarded,

while one girl was readmitted to Children's Home after
undergoing treatment for tuberculosis.

The second category of children who were excluded from

the study, due to l-imitations in time and resources, were

those who were residing outside the province of Manitoba.

Two adolescents fitted into this group.

Due to the particul-ar method of data collection adopted

by this study, namely through social workers' and. teachers'

evaluations, a third group of chj-ldren were excluded where

the case had been closed for six months or more. This

necessarily presented an important consideration Ín t^hat

without knowing the circumstances or the reasons for the

case being closed, a meaningful segment of the sample

population would be left out. The results of the study

could conseguently be skewed .if the reason for díscharge was

because of adequate social functioníng rather than for
example, attaining the legal age of majority or movement

to anoLher area of the province. Therefore, this fact
presents one li¡ritation to the study. Information from

the agency involved to clarify this dilemna was hard to
obtain and of questionable validity, particularly in view

of th-e fact that some cases had been crosed for several

years, and ín others the child was not followed-up after
the case was closed. we found eight children who had been

discharged from follow:up care by the agencies involved

without further contact.
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The final factor that limited the size of the sample

were children whom we \^/ere unable to locate and also those

cases where the schedule was not returned by the raters.
A total of four feII into this group.

The final study sample accounted for twenty-one

children. This sample was not truly representative and

therefore application of fj-ndings \^/ere necessarily guarded

and limited. Furthermore, the study did not consider many

variables which may have been equally important to a fuller
understanding of post-discharge social functioning. For

example, the questions of whether or not urban or rural
environment is more conducive to social functioning, and

the nature of the post-discharge placements remained

largely unanswered. Also, this study did not account for
the variabi.lity in individual needs and the avaj-lability or

lack of opportunities to meet them in the post-discharge

environment.

A breakdown of the total possible sample of forty-
eight children designated by the study appears as follows.

currently in other institutions
stayed less than six months

discharged no contact

out of province

scale not returned
total excluded

study sample

10

3

B

2

4

27

2T

4B
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Iower for the total sample. Therefore, the study sample

population includes more of the older group discharged in
the time period specified by the study.

Similarly the age of admittance and age at discharge

for the study sample and total sample compared favourably.
The average age at admittance for the total sample was

9.4 years, and for the study sample was 9.5 years. The

range of 6 to 15 years lvas the same for both. The averagie

age at discharge vras L2.5 years and L2.3 years f or the

total sample and study sample respect,ively.

From the comparative figures of the variable cited above

it can be concluded that the study sample is fairly uniform

and representative of the total number of children dis-
charged in the time period atloted by the study. An excep-

tion lies in the ratio of boys to girls which was 2 ta I
ín favour of the boys, whíle in the study sample the ratio
is 4 to 3 in favour of the boys. In the analysis of the

data there will be no differentiation by sex because the

small- numbers involved in the study sample would raise
questions regarding the validity and relj-ability of con-

clusj-ons drawn from such an analysÍs.

Social Functioning Levels in I'our Areas of Role performance

Family or Living Situation
For the purposes of this study living situation is used

ínterchangeably to refer to family setting or family. Family

setting includes either residence with family of origín with
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one or more parents, a group home, a foster home, a resi-
dence with relatives, or a boarding home.

The scale items for measuring social functíoning in
the family were intended to serve as indicators to allow

us to assess the child's social functioning or adjustment
j-n that area. We felt that the scale items, incorporating

the concepts of interest, participation and co-operation in
family activities, and the quality and quantity of relation-
ships amongi family members v¡ould serve as accurate índicators
in this regard(see Appendix A, section A, subsections T,

rf, rrlr IV) .

In looking at the famÍ1y characteristics of our sample

population !^/e found that most of the childrens' early and

present family ties have had many disruptive influences that
may have an adverse bearing on the childrens' social func-

tÍoning in this area. Many children have come from brolcen

homes and have been made wards at an early age. Sixteen of
our sample v¡ere currently permanent wards of child care

agencies.

In looking at the current place of residence of the

sample we found the following breakdown of placement at the

current time:

boarding or foster home 10

own home 4

with relatives 4

group homes 2

living on o\^zn 1

2I
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From the above breakdown we see that over half of the

children are currently residing within family settings other

than their family of origin. Only four returned to their
own homes and continued to reside there. The large number

that were not living with their family of origin may be

attributed to two possible interrelated factors the un-

suitability of their own homes in providing an environment

that would meet the child's needs and promote healthy

development or because the child had a dísruptive effect
on the family due to an ínability to meet the demands of the

family because of his emotíonal handicaps or his character-
j-stic behavioural patterns.

Placements after discharge ranged from I to 10 for the

sample population. A finite breakdown showed the following:

No. of Placements No. of Children

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

I

3

6

5

I

3

1

0

1

0

110

Total z 2I
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From the above distribution the median number of place-

ments v¿as 3 and the average number of placements was found

to be 3.4. Of the study sample two-thirds fell in the

lower rangie of t to 3 placements after discharge. All of
the three children who had one placement returned to their
own homes aft.er discharge.

The 73 placements for the 2I children covered a variety
of settings from discharge to the present time. All but

three had placement in one or more foster homes. Ten had

been in group homes for some time, four had been in deten-

tion; one at the Manitoba Flome for Boys, one returned to a

psychiatric instítution for a short period, three had been

placed in boarding homes, two were in Children's Hospital

Psychiatric Unit and one had been in jail for a period since

discharge from Childrents Home.

The ratings for social functioning in the family for
the total study sample showed the following present. adjust-
ment levels:

above adequate 4

adequate B

bel-ow adequate 9

Total z 2L

The above ratings were derived from the poÍnt totals
from the scale for the family. The scoring for each of the

four subsections was 3 for above adequate, 2 for adequate,

and one for below adequate. A total score of 10 12 for
that section was considered above adequate, 7 - 9 adequate
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and 4 - 6 below adequate or inadequate.

The median point total for the tot.al group in this
sectíon was B which falls in the middle of the adequate

level. The scores ranged from a maximum high of L2 to a

mÍnimum low of 4 (Tab1e T).

Of the sample, 42. Bå were disfunctioning in the family
setting. This may be due in part to the disruptive effect
of the many placements since discharge, which would hinder

the development of strong famíly ties and the instillation
of a sense of belonging in the child (rable VIIIA). This

may be further hampered by the fact that a large number of

the sample have lived in hroarding and foster homes which

may add to the difficulty in the formation of strong

f amilial bond.s.

Community

Participation in various community activities and the

type and extent of peer relations offered. another view of
each child's social adjustment. The scale items in this
section served as indicators in the performance of these

various roles. From Table I it is noted that. 42.8% of the

sample h/ere functioning Ínadequately as opposed to 57.2ã at
a leve1 considered adequate by societal standards. The

scale item related to belonging Lo, and participating in,
organized community activities of a social or recreational
nature, showed a little over half the sample (522) dicl not

belong to, nor participate ín, any such activ_ities. This



Table I

Level of Social Functioning for the Study Sample,

for the Major Areas of Role Performance

4s

Group*
Median
Score

Areas of
Performance

Total
Number in
Each Area

Level of Functioning
AJrove

Adequate Adequate Inadequate
No. % No. Z No. Z

4 (re.4) B (37.8) e (42.8)Family

Community

School

Vüork

2L

L4

2L

B

4 (28 .6') 6 (42 . B) 4 (28 .6) 11

4 (Le.4) B (37.8) e (42.8) 7

2 (22 .2) 4 (44.4) 3 (33 .4 ) 69

* Group median scores for family and community \,vere

calculated within a range of L2 to 4. For school
the range vüas t5 to 5 | and for work the range vüas

9 to 3.
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finding seemed consistent wíth the Bellefaire Study finding
which found about the saine proportion who were not involved

ín community partÍcipation. I

In peer relations with the sa:ne sex and with the

opposite sex, a litt,le more than hatf the sample \^rere found

to be functioning inadequately. ft was significant that a

large proportion of these youths were still experiencÍng

problems in interpersonal relationships r âs indicated by

findings in both the family and community areas. This was

particularly noticeable in peer relations. In the living
situation, as most of these youths were in homes other

than their natural parents, the difficulties in famÍly roles
may be accounted for by the transient nature of foster home

or boarding home placements. As noted in the Bellefaire
Study, and again emphasized by the Knowles Follow-up Study,

the stressful or support,ive nature of placements bear an

important relationship to the l.evel- of post-discharge func*

tioning. For example, the Knowles Study found that the more

supportive the post-discharge environment, the higher tire
leve1 of social adjustment.2

Another significant factor in assessing community

M. Allerhard, R. Weber, and M. Haug, Adaptation and
Ada tabilit The Bellefaire Follow-u Stud (New York:
C !Ve are League o er càt r P. 13.

B. L. Kirby et aL, "A descriptive study of the possible
relatíonship k¡etween the social adjustment of a group of boys
treat.ed at Knowles School for Boys and certain aspects of
their environment. " unpublished Master's Thesis, uníversity
of lt{anitoba, 1968. p. 56.
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functÍoning pertains to the fact that the sample comprised

youths in the turbulent adolescent phase of psycho-social

development. One of the major tasks associated with
healthy adolescent devel-opment lies in the establishment

of autonomy, which is achieved by refuting parental and

adult standards and values, and -i-dentifying viith peer group

attitudes. However, while the first premise regarding

difficulty in family relations may hold true insofar as

normal adolescent development is concerned, the dífficulties
in peer relationships must be accounted for by other factors.

One of these may be that a numÏ:er of the sample had peer

relations either in part or wholly with a delinquent group.

This would provide an opportunity for identífication, however,

of a nature felt to be undesirable and generally not con-

ducive to healthy psychosocial development. Another factor
may be that these youths have not sufficient.ly worked through

interpersonal problems either through treatment or through

follow-up care.

School

Of the study sample, seventeen attended school on a

fu1l time basis in an academic or technical course. Assess-

ments were obtained for fourteen youths in their role
performance ín school. For three, w€ were unabl-e to obtain

ratings, due to an administrative difficulty with one of the

school boards.

It was found that of those youths attending school,
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7L.4% were functioning at an adequate or above adequate

level. Only 28.6eo of the sample were functioning in-
adequately (fable I). This was further reflected in the

group median score of eleven (11) which was comparatively

higher than those in other areas of functioning. Therefore,

it was concluded that youths who remained in school tended

to do much better than in either famí1y or the community

roles. The Knowles Follow-up Study substantiated this
fincling. They observed that those adolescents who continued

their education achieved. high levels of adjustment when

compared to adjustment ín other areas.3 The Bellefaíre
Study also found a high degree of stability and an average

level of achievement ín school performance for over half
their sample population. 4

One of the societal expectatíons regarding success in
school concerns the appropriateness of the grade levels in
relation to chronological age. Generally, youths in the

sample were at a grade level cotnmensurate with their age.

The table on the following page shows the distribution
according to present grade level. Of the sample, ten out

of fourteen youths were i.n grades B , g , and 10. As the

median age found for the sample was sixteen (f6) years, orre

would expect the majority to be in those grades. It was

significant in these findings that the majority of the

"B L. Kírby et aL., ôp. cí1;. p.

Allerhard et aL,, op. cib. P

58.

111-112.aM
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sample were functíoning at an adequate or above adequate

level in their school performance. One might expect many

of these youths to be experiencing problems in school

because of the apparent difficultíes in interpersonal

relat,íonships, and to be behind in their grade levels due

t.o the time spent in Children's Home. Ho\n/ever, this was

not the case, perhaps because school expectations are more

tangibly defined in terms of marks and grade levels. More-

over, the findings were consistent with the Bellefai-re con-

clusion which noted that of those children discharged from

a residential treatment facility, nearly all returned to a

productive capacity and tended to do well in scho<¡l.

Distributíon bv Grade Level of

the Sample Populatig.l

Grade Number

73

B2

96

10 2

11 0

L2 I
Total: 14

Work

Social adjustment in employment applied to nine (9)

youths in the sample (rable I). This must further be
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qualified by noting that these were jobs j-n a part-tíme

capacity in conjunction with going to school. Of the study

sample only one boy was working ful1 time, but we were

unable to obtain an assessmentr âs his social worker had

insufficient knowledge of his w<¡rk performance. He had,

however, been employed for three years by the same employer

and was in all likel-ihood functioning adequately in tlris
area. In eight cases, this area of functioninq was not

applicable due to school attendance. Three of the sample

neither worked nor attended school. Due to the present

ages of the sample, it was expected that the majority of

youths would be in school rather than employment.

Because functioning in employment pertained to less

than half the study sample, and only in a part-time capacity,

conclusions drawn from role performance in this area must

be guarded. However, six (6) of the nine (9) were adjusting

at an adequate or above adequate level-. Three tr¡üere in-
adequate, in terms of dependability and co-operatÍon in
their employment situation. It would appear, however, that
the majoríty of youths had incorporated the necessary

societal expectations regarding work. In workr âs in school,

it was noted that the group median score was again comparably

higher than in either the family or the community. Tn school

7L.4? functíoned at an adequate or above adequate level,
while in work about 66.6? were functioning at these levels.
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Analysis of Chosen Variables and Effects on

Present Socia1 Functíoning in Family and Community

Age of Admittance and Pv,esent Adjusl;-

menl; in the FamíLy and Community

Tab1es IIA and IIB show the achieved levels of present

functioning in the family and communíty, of children above

and below the median age of admittance. The median age of

admittance found for the sample was nine yeärs. The tables

show that children who were admitted to Childrents Home at

nine years or younger achieved a higher level of functioning

in these two areas. Those admitted at ten years or older

functioned relatively less adequately. However, more

children were admitted b,efore níne years of age and this is
reflected in the distribution which found fourteen in this
group as opposed to seven of those admitted at ten years or

older.

The above results would seem to indicate that the

younger the age of the children at admittance to Children's

Home, the more amenable they are to treatment and the more

they seem to benefit from the treatment program. Their

better social functioning after discharge would appear to

bear t,his out. Conversely, children admitted at an older

age seem to benefit less from the treatment program as

indicated by poorer functioning ín the post-discharge

environment. Again, the prior statement needs to be quali-

fied as the post-discharge living situation may either
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The Relationship

and Present Soci-al-

Table ITA

Between the Age of Admittance*

Functioning Levels in the Family

Age at
Admittance

9 years
or younger

Median
Aggregate

Score

Median
Aggregate

Score

464B

Level of Functioni-ng
Above

Adequate Adequate Inadequate No.

L4

21

Leve1 of Functioning
Above

Adequate Adequate Inadequate No.

L4

10

or

Total

Age at
Admittance

9 years
or younger

years
older

years
older

2

B

0

4

6 75

9

* Median age is 9 years

Table IIB

The Relationship Between the Age of Admittance*

and Present Social Functioning Levels in the Community

4649

10

or
6 75

9

2

B

0

4Total

* Median age is 9 years

2L
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mi-nimize or reinforce the treaLment.

ReLatíonshí,p Eetaeen Age al; Dischange fz,om ChiLdy,ents Home

and Presenl; Adjustment in tLte FamiLy and Communitg

In the analysis of our data we looked at social func-

tioning in two areas: (1) f amily i Q ) community.

fn arriving at the median age of discharge for our

sample population we found the range \,ì/as 9 - L7 years at
discharge with a median of L2 years at discharge.

In the familyr wê found that those discharged at a

younger age (IZ and younger) did. considerably better in
terms of functioning in the family after discharge, than

did the older group (1¡ and older). Of the four chil-dren

assessed to be presently functioning at an above adequate

level in the family, all t^/ere found in the group dis-
charged at 12 or younger. Of the 9 children found func-

tionÍng inadequately in the family, B fell in the group

discharged at 13 or older. As weIl, 6 of the B children
judged as adequate in famj-ly functioning fell- in the group

discharged at 12 or youngier. Thus, Ít would seem that
those discharged at an earlier age appeared to be currently
functioning well above the l-evel of those discharged at an

older age (Tabte IT). This may be attributed in part to

the general belief that children a'1. an early age are more

amenable to treatment. The policy of Children's Home holds

to this belief, in that children are generally admitted at
an early age (Tak¡le II). The rationale for this is that
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child.ren must be treated early, before their problems become

too deep-seated and cause further problems as a result.
once the children reach the difficult age of adolescence and

its corresponding developmental tasks (which include develop-

ment of an integrated self concept and sense of autonomy),

and if entry into these stages is far advancedr âtry sub-

sequent changes are more difficult to bring about and

results are not often as good.

The findings ín this regard bear this out. It must be

noted though, that the fact that we are unable to make any

evaluation of the complex supportive or stressful nature of
life experiences after discharge and their effects on

present social functioning quatify these findings. We may

assumer âs well-, that younger children will adjust more

easily to the return to a family setting than those of an

older age for whom the family holds l-ess importance as they

begin to separate from family and become autonomous.

Those discharged at 13 years of age or older adjusted

stightly better in the community than in the family. They

still did not, holn/ever, compare as favourably when contrasted

with those discharged at 12 or younger. Again, all four of
those functioning at an above adequate level lvere found in
those discharged prior to age 13. The adequate category had

4 in each group, while although those discharged at 13 or

older had 6 dysfunctioning compared to 3 for the younger

group, the division was not as serious as in family dysfunc-

ti-oning where the ratío was B to 1 (Tabte III) . Even
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Table IIIA

The RelationshÍp Between the Age at Discharge*

and Levels of Social Functioning ín the Family

Age at
Discharge

12 years
or younger

13 years
aûd older

Total

Age at,
Di.scharge

12 years
or younger

13 years
and older

Total

Number

1J_

10

21

Number

11

10

Median
Aggregate

Score

9

Median
Aggregate

Score

9

Levels of Social Functioning
Above

Adequate Adequate Inadequate

4 6

B

9

2

I

0

4

5

I

Levels of Socia1 Functioning
Above

Ad.equate Adequate Inadequate

4 4 3

* Median age is 12 years

Tab1e IIIB
The RelaLionshíp Between the Age at Discharge*

and Levels of Social Functíoning in the Community

6 6

9

4

B

0

42T

* Median age is 12 years
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though the grôup díscharged at 13 or older did poorer by

comparison in both areas, they fared better in the community

when compared with their levels of functioning in the

family. This may be attributed to the fact that ín the

community, adjustments to peer relations and adjustments

outside the family start to take on more meaning and act

as a stabilizing j-nfluence as borne out by the theories

on adolescent development.

The ReLationship of l;he Py,esent Age of ChiLdy,en and l;heiy,

SocfaL Functíoning in (L) l;Lte FamiLy and (2) the Communì,ty

Using the median present age of L6 years !,üe arrived at

the cut-off for the formation of two groups to a1low for
analysis of this varíable. The median of L6 years compared

favourably with the averagie age of 16.2 years for the study

sample of 2L children. Since the frequency of age 16 was

high in the range of ages from age 14 to 20, the group of
16 years or less was twice as large as the group of 16

years or older. The med,j-an group scores for the group

presently 16 years old or younger \^/ere B and 9 in family

and community, respectively. For the 16 and over group the

medían scores f.or functioning were found to be 5 and 6 in
family and community /respectively.

Thus, it was found that those 16 years or younger were

functioning better in both the family and the community. A

closer examination of the distributíon of each group in the

three levels bears this out further. In both family and
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community all four of those individuals found to be func-

tioning at an above adequate level fell in the L6 years or

younger group. fn the adequate level, the 16 years and

younger group again had the higher number of this category,

7 out of B for the family, and 6 out of B for the community.

The 16 and older group had higher numbers only in the below

adequate category, 6 out of 9 in f amily func'hioni.g, and

5 out of 9 in community functioning (Tables IVA and. IVB).

This finding was contrary to Knowles School Follow-up

Study which found that older children after discharge func-

tioned better than the younger group after discharge. s

One reason for our finding may be attributed to our

other findings that chíldren had been admitted and dis-

charged from Children's Home at an earlier age. These

children, after leaving the institutionrmay cayry over into

the environment the gaíns made while at Children's Home.

Over a period of time, it is possible that these gains may

be lost if the environment to v¡hich they are díscharged does

not support their needs and negative lífe experience has a

regressive effect.

It was interestirg, as well, that of those L6 years or

under who were functioning in the above adequate category

for both family and community, all four in each section had

been admitt,ed at age nj-ne or earlier (rable IT) and dis-

charged at age 12 years or earlier (Table JTI). Many of those

op , c'il;, p. 57 .uB. L. Kirby et aL t
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Table IVA

The Relationship Between Present Age of Children*

and Levels of Functioning in the Famíly

Present
Age

16 years
or yÖunger

17 years
and older

Present
Age

16 years
or yÖunger

17 years
or older

Total

Number

I4

Number

Median
Aggregate

Score

B

Median
Aggregate

Score

057

Levels of Social Functioning
Above

Adequate Adequate Inadequate

4 7 3

Levels of Social Functj-oning
Above

Adequate Adequate Inadequate

1 6

9ITotal 2T 4

* MedÍan Age is 16 years

Tab1e IVB

The Relat,ionship Between Present Age of Children*

and Levels of Functi-oning in the Community

L4

2I

9

67

4 6 4

0 5

9

2

B

* Median Age Ís 16 years

4
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in the current sixteen and over age group had been admitted

at an older age to Chil-drenrs Home which ä.s was pointed out

in the analysis of age at admittance, rnay account for their

relatively poor adjustment after discharge.

ReLationship ktueen Tdme Pey,iod Sínce DiscLtarge and

SociaL Funcl;íoníng ín the FamiLy and t'he Communíty

The length of time since discharge from the Home also

seemed to have an ímportant relationship to present func-

tioning in the family and the communíty (Table VA and VB)

In both these areas a majorÍty of children who were dis-
charged for a time period above the medían (53 months)

seemed to function better than children who had been in the

community for a shorter length of time. The differences in
the median aggregate score attained by the two groups

further bears this out (Table VA and VB).

fn the family 42.7? of children who functioned adequa-

tely and above adequately had been discharged for a period

of 54 months or more. Correspondingly only J-4.4% func-

tioned at this leveI who had been out of Children's Home

for a shorter period of time. The same trend is found in

community adjustment where 38.3å functioned adequately or

better, above the median, as opposed to I9Z of those below

the median length of time since discharge.

The above trends may indícate that óhildren require a

time interval ín which to adjust to the social realities
that living in the community entails. Prior to this, they
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Table VA

The RelatíonshÍp Between Length of Time Sj-nce Discharge*

and Leve1s of Social Functioning in the Family

Levels of Socia1 Functioning
Length of

Time

53 months
or less

54 months
or more

Total

Length of
Time

- Median
Number l\ggregafe

score
Above

Adequate
No. Z

Adequate
No. Z

+1 4.8 2 9.6

Inadequate
No. Z

7 33.310

1I

6

9 3 I4.2 6 28.5 2 9.6

2L

Median
Aggregat,e

Number Score

9B4

* Median Length of Time 53 months
+ percent calculated from the total study sample (2I)

Table VB

The Relatíonship Between Length of Time Since Díscharge*

and Leve1s of Social Functioning in the Community

Levels of Social Functioning
Above

Adequate
No. Z

Ädequate
No. Z

Inadequate
No. Z

53 months
or less

54 months
C)r more

10

11

6 1 4. B+ 3 r4.2 6 28.5

1 I4.2 5 24.I 3 I4.2

2T

* Median Length of Tjme 53 months
+ Percent Calculated from the Tota1 Study Sample (2I)

9B4Tot,al
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are in the relatively protected environment of the Home,

where sustained relationships with staff and other children
have developed over the period of treatment. Upon discharge

it would seem that the separation effects their abilíty to

adjust, and some repression occurs. This is particularly
true of children who come out of a treatment milieu, which

gears expectations to each child's emotional needs and

capacities. Once in the community, children are exposed

to a wider range of experiences which are particularly stress-

ful in the initial period of adjustment.

Relatíonship þtueen Lengl;h of Stay and SociaL

Funcl;ioníng ín l;he FamiLy and the Communil;y

The median length of stay in Children's Home for our

study sample was found to be forty-three months. The

average was calculated as forty months.

Using the ¡nedian as t.he cutoff for comparison above

and bel-ow this point for the total sample we found no

significant indication that length of stay had any bearing

upon the present functioning of children in their post-

discharge environments of family or community.

There was some indication that those who stayed longer

than the median of forty-three months were functioning

slight.ly better in both areas.

fn the family, the group median scores for those who

stayed less than forty-three months was 8, while for those

who stayed longer than forty-three months the group median
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score v¡as also B. fn the community, the median scores \^iere

7 and 9 respectively for those who stayed less than forty-
three months and for those who stayed longer than forty-three

months (fable VII\ and VIB) .

It appeared. then, that length of stay in the treaLment

institution had no real effect on social functioning after
discharge. This would lead us to believe that. elements in

the post-discharge environment \^iere of most importance in
effecting social- functioning as analysis of our other

variables seemed to point out.

The Bellfaire Study and the Knowles Study reported a

similar finding, that length of stay had no bearing on

adjustment after discharge. Both studies also felt that
the stressful or supportive nature of the envíronment was

more crucial in post-discharge functioning.

ReLationship betaeen the Numbez, of PLacements

and SociaL lunctioní,ng î,n the FamiLy and Communil;y

To arrive at two grôups for comparison of this variable

we used the median number of placements which was three.

This gave us a grouping with one to three placements which

numbered fourteen chil-dren, and a second group of four to

ten placements which numbered seven children. The median

group scores for those with three or less placements was

found to be B and 9 for family and community functionírg,
respectively. For those children with four or more place-

ments, the group median scores for family and community
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TAbIE VIA

The Relationship Between the Length of Stay in Children's

Home and Social Functioning ín the Family*

Length
of Stay

43 months
or less

44 months
or motre

Total

Length
of Stay

43 months
ar less

43 months
or more

Total

11

Number

10

Median
Aggregate

Score

Median
Aggregate

Score

7

Number

10 B 1 4 5

2T48
* Median Length of Stay is 43 months

Table VIB

The Relationsh.ip Between the Length of Stay in Children's

Home* and Social Functioning in the Community

4

9

43B

Level of Socíal Functi-oning
Above

Adequate Adequate Inadequate

Level of Social Functioning
Above

Adequate Adequate Inadequat,e

2 3 5

4

I

5

B

2

4

911

2T

* Median Length of Stay is 43 months
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\,vere 6 and 5 respectively. FrÕm the data in Tables VIIA

and VIIB, vre see that those with three or less placements

score higher on Lhe social-functioning scale than those

with four or more placements. fn the family, ten out of

fourteen of those with three or less placements scored

either adequate or above adequate (7I,42). For those with

four or more placements, only two out of seven (28.5?)

scored adequate or above.

In the community section we find the distribution on

the scale to be the same as for family. This time, however,

all four of those rated as above adequate fall into the

three placements or less category.

As pointed out in the analysis of overall functioning

in the family, the greater the number of placements the less

likely it is that the children will be functioning well.

It is important to noter âs we1l, that the child's dysfunc-

tioning in family and community may be the cause of the

higher number of placements, since dysfunctioning in one

setting usually results in placement in another. The cause

effect relationship between these two variables cannot be

definitely st,atetl in one direction.

The nature of placements after discharge raises

questíons which remain relatively unanswered by this study.

However, the fact that it has a major influence ín the

adjustment of each youth, along with the normal pressures

of adolescence and society as a whole, must loe taken into

account before conclusive statements regarding the treat-
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Table VIIA

The Relatíonshíp Between the Number of placements*

and Level of SocÍal Funct,ioning in the Family

No. of
Placements

3

or less

4

0r more

Total

No. of
Placements

3

or less

4

or more

TotaI

Group
Median

Score

B

Group
Median

Score

Adequate

7

Inadequate

4

Number

I4

21

Number

I4

77

2L

51

I

1

4

6

Leve1s of
Above

Adequate

3

Levels of
Above

Adequate

Social Functioning

9

* MedÍan Number of Placements is 3.

Table VTIB

The Relat,ionship Between the Number of placements*

and Level of SocÍal Functioning in the Communj-ty

Social Functioning

Adequate

6

Inadequate

49 4

52

B

0

4

5

9

* Medi.an Number of Placements is 3
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ment in Children's Home can loe made with any degree of

reliability. For example, the Bellefaire Study emphasized

the importance of follow-up care and an adequate place-

ment environment, as vítal to minimize the stresses inherent

in post-discharge functioning.6 The Celdic Report further
reiterates the inadequacies of follow-up and after-care of
children dJ-scharged from residential treatment. 7

Evaluation of the Research Instrument

An attached ínstruction sheet and the rating scale

requested that the teachers and social workers give a

personal evaluation of the research inst.rument. i'Io specific
criteria were prescribed as general comments and criticisms
hrere sought.

The majority of comments pertained to the use of a

three point rating scale. Most felt that a scale employing

more l-evels of functioning would have allowed for much more

clarity and precision in the assessment. The three point

scale used by this study vüas, in many cases, felt to be in-
adequate due to the difficulty in discerning the differences

between the given levels. Part of the critj-cisms in this
regard had to do with the ambiguous nature of some of the

items which left some doubt when it came to choosíng an item

6M. E. Allerhard el;. aL. 
"

TCommission on Emotional
Children, One l4illion Children

cit. , p. 100.

Learning Disorders in
The Celdic Re

op.

and

P(Canada, L ra or I 2
rt.
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for scoring purpÕses. This in all likelihood hindered the

accuracy and reliability of the assessrnents. For example,

some of the workers commented that functioning in a particu-
lar item would have more accurately been reflected by a level
between two given level-s. In these cases, they made a choice

that most closely approximated the functioning.

Another area of criticism pertained to the disagreement

of some of the raters regarding what constituted an adequate,

or above adequate t oy inadequate level. Some of the comments

noted that , for example, what the study designated as an

adequate level perhaps more appropriately reflected an above

adequate l-evel- of functioning. Also, in some instances, it
was felt that below adequate hias more reflective of adequate

functioning.

In surnmary, the raters' comments indicated advantages

to using a scale employing more levels for det.ermíning social

functioning. This supported the Bellefaire and Community

Welfare Planning Council studies which employed a five level
ratíng scale. fn the present study, the reasons for using

a three point scale was to give a clearer indication of

social functioning and to facilitate data analysis. However,

in light of the evaluation this díd not appear to be the

case.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSTONS

The publication of the report of the Social Service

i\uditr and later that of the commission on Emotionar- and

Learning Disorders in Chíldren2 lcuf,orC) has sparked

concern in the community concerning the large numbers of
children suffering from emotional disturbance, together

with the severe shortage of residential treatment centres.

These reports also expressecl. some doubt as to the effective-
ness of the treatment facilities that are available.

Childrenrs Home of Winnípeg is an ínstitution
providing a residentíal treatment program for disturbed
children in this community. The present study gre\^/ out of
a d.esire to assess the effectiveness of its treatment
program.

For the purposes of this study, emotional disturbance

was defined as "a persistent imbalance in interaction
between the child and his environment; between his
capacitíes and the internal and external demands made upon

(

2commission on Emotional and
Children: One Million Children
Canada: L.Cra ord, p rl

lsocial Service Audit Inc.,
Service Audit. (Winnipeg: I{ay,

Learning Disorders in
The Celdic Re ôrt.

0

Rep
L969

ort of the Social
).

6B
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him. " 3 This imbalance in Ínteraction leads to disturbed.

social functionirg, and the child is unable to meet the

normal demands of society in his home, school t aî community.

Treatment for this dysfunctioning has traditionally
been ín residentiar treatment centres. Here, a rnore con-

trolled and therapeutic environment, combined with case-

work and psychotherapy, helps the child reach a leve] of
emotional stability that will enable him to function
adequately in the community following discharge. This

objective for the treatment program of Chíldrents Home

provided the rationale for the present study! an assess-

ment of the present level of social functioning of a sample

of twenty-one children who \^/ere discharged from children's
Home following treatment for emotional disturbance. This

assessrnent was made on a rating scale adapted for our

purposes from one similar to that used in the Bellefaire
Follow-up study. a The assessment of the 1eve1s of social
functioning were made in four areas: living situation,
school, work, and community. Details of the method and the

rationale for its use was given Ín an earlier section.
Detailed results and the analyses of the data \^/ere

given under the section entitled Data and Data Analysis.

3The celdic Report , ap.

uM. Allerhard, R. Weber,

cíl;. , p. 2I.

tabilit , The Bellefaíre
and M.

Fo1low-
Haug, tation and

Ada
We are League o Amer cdt

Stud
Ada

New York:
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A summary of those findings are as follows:
(1) the study sample of 2I children was found to be

fairly representative of the total sample of 45, with

the exception of the ratíos of boys to gírls ín each

sample. However, because of the small numbers involved

no differentiation \i^zas made between the sexes in the

data analysis.

(2) although data from four areas of social functioning
was collected, the areas of school and work \,vere limited
in the analysis because of the small numbers for which

data was obtained. However, data from the lÍving
situation and community \^ias used for relational analyses,

and these two areas \,vere considered to provide the most

relevant data.

(3) a high percentage of the sample population (42.82)

were found to be functíoning at an inadequate l-evel in
the living situation. Several reasons for this hrere

postulated;

(a) the disruptive effect of many placements

following discharge.

(b) t.he difficulty of adjusting to a family

situation at an age when normal tj-es with

the family h/ere beginning to weaken.

(c) the difficulty of adjusting to the demands

of socíety after living in the protective

atmosphere of a treatment centre.
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(4) a breakdown into age groups, using the mean age

figure to make the divisions, resulted in some signifi-
cant relational findings. A comparison between the

leve1 of sociäl functioníng in the family situation
and the community was made with each of the following:

a) age of admittance: it was found that a signifi-
cantly larger percentage of children (42.92)

were functioning at an adequate or above

adequate leve1 in both family and cornmunity

areas ín the group admitted under the median

age of nine years, while only LgZ of the older
group t^/ere rated at an adequate leveI.

b) age of dí.scharge; it was found that a signifi-
cantly larger percentage (47.62) of the group

below the median age of L2 at discharge \,vere

functíoníng at an adequate level in the family

and in the community (38.9%), whíle only 9.52

of the older group were functioning adequately

in the family and only L9.4% in the community.

c) present d,ge: the medían present age of the

group vúas sixteen years. A comparison of the

social functíoning between the group below the

median a9e, and those above, once again showed

that 52.83 of the younger group were func-

tioning adequately in the family and 7L.4%

of the same group hiere functioninq adequately

in the community. Among the older group only
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d)

L4.Le" vrere functioning adequately in the family
and 9.62 in the community.

LengtLt. of time since discharge: the median

time sínce discharge of the sample group was

53 months. Tn this case, those who had been

discharged for more than the median time were

found t,o be functíoning better: 42.72 of the

total group at an adequate level in t.he family
and 38.3% in the community, while only L4.42

and LgZ respectively of t,he ol-der group were

functioni-ng adequately in family and community

areas.

e) Length of stay in Home.. the length of stay in
Children's Home was analyzed using the median

stay of 43 months as the division pÕint.

Howeverr rro significant differences were

found for the length of stay.

The results of the cri-tíque of the Rating Scale as a
research instrument indicated:

(1) manv raters felt that the three levels for assessing

social functioning did not al1ow for ä.n accurate assess-

ment of the range of behaviour, and that overlap in two

areas sometimes described social functioning. Thus, a

five level- scale seemed to be indicated to avoid this
as much as possible.

(2) some of the statements on the scale were not clear
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enough to the raters.
(3) many raters felt that the number two level did not

always describe adequate social functioning.
(4) the rating scale for school was assessed to be

generally adequate for the purposes of the study.

The following conclusions may be made from the study

and ha.ve particular significance to Children's Home.

(1) The disappoíntingly high percentage of children
who were rated as inadequate functioning in the famíly
situation indicates that there are difficulties in
adjustment to being outside the institution. This is
confinned by the improved level of social functioning
found in the group who had been out longer. It could

also indicate the importance of the discharge environ-
ment, whi-ch is confirmed by the higher levels of
functioning among those with the lower number of
placements. The Bellefaire and Knowles studies agree

with these findings. s r 6

(2) A breakdown into age groups indicated that children
admitted before the age of nine years and díscharged by

the age of 12 years were functioning at a significantly
higher level than those admitted and discharged at
older ages. This indicates that younger children are

5M. Allerhard et aL.,
uB. L. Kírby et aL.,

op

op.
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able to benefit more from treatment, and are also able

to adjust to living outsíde the institution before the

adolescent stage causes additional difficulties.
(3) In relation to the question of the efficacy of

institutional treatment, the results of this study

indicate that treatment is more effective at an early
ager and that there is difficulty adjusting to society
following institutional treatment, particularl-y among

older children. Al-ternate forms of treatment which

keep the child in his home situation and in the

community might be more suitable for children who are

older than ten or eleven years of age and for t,hose who

are less seriousl-y dísturbed.
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PLEASE

BEFORE

RA,TING SCALE

READ THE TNTRODUCTTON AND INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY

PROCEEDTNG TO THE ACCOMPANYTNG RATING SCALE.

Brief Introduction to the Study

A group of second year students in the
of Social Work, University of Manitoba, are
research study which involves a fo1low-up of
discharged from Children's Home of lfinnipeg
January L, 7964, and December 31, L969.

graduate School
undertaking a
children

betv'¡een

The study was chosen because of the recent concern in
social work with, not only the availability of residential
treatment for emotionally disturbed children, but arso the
adequacy and efficacy of such programs.

Past studies show that there are three broad approaches
to the evaluation of the efficacy of treatment: (1) com-paring children at admission and discharge from the treat-
ment centre i Q) comparing children at discharge and at time
periods foll-owing discharge from the treatment; and (3) a
follow-up study to assess present social functioning.

Due to limitations in time, and incomprete case records
at children's Home, it is not feasible to do eith-er of the
comparative types of studies. As well, it is realized that
the objective for institutional- treatment for emotionally
disturbed children is to enable them to function effectively
in the community after discharge, and this cannot realry be
measured until after the child is discharged from the institu-
tj-on and has lived in the community. Therefore, it was
decided to do a fo11ow-up study of a sample of children who
have lived in the community for at least a year following
discharge from children's Home. rn order to obtain a laige
enough sample, a tíme period of five years v/as chosen,

As opposed to other methods for collecting data (inter-
views and questionnaires), it was felt that the social worker
and the teacher who have had more sustained contact with the
child would provide the most relevant information to achieve
the study's purpose.

The purpose of the study is actually two-fold: (l) to

BO
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assess the present social functioning of the children in the
sample population; and (2) to evaluate the adequacy of the
research instrument. The measure of social functioning will
be ascertained by rating the observable behaviour of the
child, which reflects his ability to adapt to societal
demands. Four areas of role performance were chosen for
study; family, school and/or work, and the community, because
these are considered most important to gj-ve an overall pic-
ture of social functioning. Certain items in each of these
broad areas Ì(rere selected as the best indicators of behaviour.

The rating scale which must be distinguished from a
questionnaire follows those used by the Bellefaire Follow-up
Study and the recently completed study by the Welfare
Planning Council of six residential centres for treatment
of emotionally dist.urbed children in Metro Winnipeg. However,
only three levels of performance for each item are described.
It was felt that three levels would be suffÍcient and would
also facii-itate the analysis of data. These levels of func-
tioning are broad and consequently require careful considera-
tion of each level before a choice is made.

The rr3'¡ level corresponds t,o
exceptionally good functioning.

above adequate or

The tt 2tt level coriesponds to
functioning.

adequate or average

The t1 lrr 1evel
functioning.

corresponds to inadequate or poor

Note: In using the scale consíderation must be given
to the age and capacities of each child.

Evaluation of the research instrument will be made by
analyzing the criteria used by the social r,r¡orkers and
teachers in malcing their particular choice, and their
comments and criticisms of the scale as an instrument for
testing social functioning. Space has been left on the
rati-ng scale for such criteria and comments to be recorded.

Instructions:

Would

1.

2.

3.

you please;

Carefully read the instructions and the rating scale.

Fill out the accompanying face sheet.

Check one of the three l-evels in each section for all
the areas, which most Iikely applies to the client-fñ
question.
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4. Following
fill-ed out

each section a space
explaining briefly
choice made.

provided to be
reason for the

l_s
the

5

6

particular

Please make sure all areas

At the end make general or
criticisms of the scale.

are completed.

specific comments or

we realize that this may be somewhat time-consuming, butfor gur study to be of value we would appreciate your carefulconsideration of the ratinq scare. As time is a timiting
factor, would you please gLve this your prompt attention.

Tf you require further information would you please
contact one of the members of the research groupr or the
research advisor: Mr. David Vincent.

Thank you for your co-operation in this matter.
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FACE SHEET

IDENTIFYING DATA

NAME:

BIRTHDATE:

SEX:

ETHNTC ORTGTN;

MARITAL STATUS:

LEGAL STATUS: Permanent Ward
Temporary Ward
Non-ward.

HEALTH: Good
or any
Physical Disabilities (please specify)

NUMBER OF PARENTS: Mother
Father

LIVING SITUATTON

DATE OF LAST WORKER CONTACT:

DATE OF DTSCHARGE FROM CHILDRENIS HOMtr:

DATE OF ADMTTTANCE TO CHILDRENIS HOME:

PLACE TO WHICH DTSCHARGED:

NUMBER OF PLACEMENTS STNCE DTSCHARGE:

TYPES OF PLACEMENT SINCE DISCHARGE: (please list)

PRESENT PLACEMENT: (i.e. ?*r home, foster home, group home,
institution)

EDUCATTON

PRESENT GRÄDE: (if in school)

LAST GRÄ,DE COMPLETED:
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NAME OF SCHOOL:

TYPE OF COURSE: (include technical training)

WORK

FULL OR PART TIME:

WHAT KIND OF IITORK:

HOW MANY JOBS SINCE HE STARTED !üORKING:

HOW LONG AT PRESENT JOB:

AGE AT WHTCH HE STARTED VüORK:

A. Social Functionin in Present Livin Situation
w er Own Fam y t Foster Fam lY, or ou

3

(tnd j-cate
p Home).

I. Participation in Family Activities

2.

Shows interest and participates in family
activities. Takes some responsibility on
his own for famí1y tasks.

Shows some interest i-n family activitiesrand
sometimes participates, but selectively.
Performs f amj-ly tasks when asked to do so.

Shows no interest in family activities and
rarely participates. Refuses to take any
responsibility for family tasks.

1

Criteria Used:

fI. Relationship with Parents or Parent-Substitutes

3 Warm and generally satisfactory rel-ations with
at least one parent. Frequently initiates
contact. Seems to enjoy their company in an
appropriate way.

Sometimes initiates contact and will discuss
pertinent things. Superficially friendly
relationship with at least one parent. Does
not avoid contact. Friendly but not close.

2

1. Openly hostil-e and defiant towards parents or
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completely disregards them.

Criteria Used:

III. Compliance with Realistic Family Rules

3 Usually complies with family rules. Rarely
exhibits defj.ance of rules or uncô-operative
behaviour. Generally views the rules as
being useful.

2. Generally complies with family rules but may
occasionally break them. Regards some ruleé
as being valuable but is inconsistent in his
adherence to them.

Views family rules as being unrealistic and
useless. Sñows open defiance of them.

Criteria Used:

IV. Relationship with Other Children in the Family

3 fndications of harmonious relationships and
some indications of closeness with other
children in family. Demonstrates capacity
for closeness and sharing.

Generally gets along with the other children
in family. Relationship may be overly com-
petitive or negative at times, but shows as
well some positive aspects.

Rel-ationship with other children in the
family tends to be of a constant destructive
or hostile nature or views them as being
unimportant. Little indication of any
positive feeling towards other children in
the family.

Criteria Used:

B. Social Functioning Ín Community

I. Partici ation in Formal Communit Or anizatíons
sports, s,' scou , teams

Belongs to at least one formal organization.
Shows an interest in it and plays an active

1

2

I

3
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role in the activities.
2. Belongs to at least one formal

It{ay participate irregularly or

1. Doesn't belong to any organized

Criteria Used:

II. Use of Leisure Time (individual hobbies or
activities)

organization.
selectively.

activities.

group

3.

2

Use of leisure time is usually
and goal directed and brinqs a
satisfaction.

constructive
sense of

Use of leisure time is sometimes
buL may frequently lack purpose.
general satisfaction.

construct.ive
Brings some

1. Disorganized. No constructive use of free time.
May be destructive or acting out, towards him-
self, others t ôt community property.

Criteria Used;

fII. Peer Relations with Same Sex

3

2

I

Is usually in the company of other boys
and frequently seeks them out. Usually
along well and is liked by them.

(girls )
gets

Sometimes seeks out other boys (girls). Does
not avoid them but at times is unfriendly or
withdraws. Has at least one close friend.
Clearly avoids other boys (gir1s) or may be
openly aggressive towards others of his/her
sex. Does not have any close friends. Friends
or peer group is of a delinquent nature.

Criteria Used:

IV. Peer Relations with Opposite Sex

3. Interested
appro iat-e

normally
boy-girl

in other sex; has
relationships for his age.

2. Goes through the motions of boy-girl relation-
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ships but not really interested. Social
behaviour appropriate and adequate.

Socially inappropriate relations with
opposite sex for age. May be unduly with-
drawn or openly provocative and aggressive.

Criteria Used:

C. Social Functioning Employment

I. Dependability

3

Generall-y has a negative attitude
and this attitude is reflected in
work history and poor performance
jobs.

I

Is a very dependable worker. Puts a great deal
into what he does; is responsible and works
independently with a minimum of support and
direction.
At times is dependabte and at other times is
slack in his tasks and responsibilities.
Usually sustains consistent effort but some-
times requires pressure and direction. May
show i-rregular work attendance for no valid
reason (i.e. health or other valid circum-
stances).

Is undependable and erratic. Shows no res-
ponsibility towards his job. Cannot be counted
upon to perform without constant directj-on and
even then he may not perform as required.
Individual is often absent with no prior warning
or valid reason.

Criteria Used:

rI. Attitude

3 Indication of considerable satisfaction with
hís/lner job situation. Views his job as
meaningful and important to him. Enjoys his
work.

Does not particularly "like" or "hate" his/her
job but does r¡¡hat is required nonetheless.
May have real-istic plans for obtaining a better
job in the future.

2

I

2

1 toward work
his erratic
at various
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Criteria Used:

IïI. Co- eration

3. Works well on the job with others. Seeks
help and accepts direction when required.
Follows the major rules and regulations of
his employer.

2. Generally works well with others. May
occasionally disregard minor regulations.

1. Does not work well with others. Does not
accept criticism or d.irection, often reacting
to them in a negative, stubborn or hostile
manner. Follows basic rules of safety and
accepted work procedure only "vthen he feels
like it" whích may constitute a hazard to
himself or others.

Criteria Used:
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FACE SHEET (For School)

NAME:

PRESENT GRADE:

TYPE OF COURSE:

STANDING ON LAST REPORT: (passing or Failing)

STANDING LAST YEAR: (eass/Fail)

I{AS STUDENT FAILED ANY GRADES: (Give year and Grade if
possible)

RATTNG SCALE

Social Functioning in the School

1. Attendance

Attends school- very regularly and consistently.
Is rarely absent without a sound reason.

Attends school- regularly. Yet there is more than
the usual amount of absenteeism. Is absent at
times for not clearly understood reasons.

Has very irregular school attendance with no
sound reason or does not attend at all.

Criteria Used:

II. Attitude toward school

Indication of considerable sati-sfaction !^/ith
school. Sees school as being valuable to him.

2. Indication of satisfac'bíon with some areas of
school and dissatisfaction with others.
see school as being valuable to him.

May not

1 General dissatisfaction with school. Sees it as
being of no value to him.

3

2

I

3

Cri-teria Used:
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III. Level of performance

Has attained and maintained a consistent level of
performance according to his ability.

Performance level shows inconsistency. Student
works up to his ability in certain subjects but
falls short in others. His performance may also
be inconsistent in particular subjects over
time. There may be some evidence of underachj_eve-
ment.

1 St.udent consistently falls short of his ability in
subjects, resulting in a poor l-ow l_evel of
performance. There is evidence of underachieve-
ment.

Criteria Used:

TV. Compliance with rules

3" Shows a high degree of compliance with school
rules. Rarely shows any Llnacceptable behavj-our
and then only of a minor nature.

2. Generally complies with school rules. May
occasionally exhibit unacceptable behaviour.

1. Shows open defiance of school rules. Is often
acting out, unco-operative and disruptive.

Criteria Used:

V. Dependabilit.y

3

2

3 Is a very dependable student.
into what he is doing; cloes it
support and direction.

Puts a great deal
to a minimum of

2 At times is dependable, at other times holds bacl<
and is slacl< in his responsibility. Cannot
sustain effort unless he is directed.

1. Is very undependable and erratic. Shows no
responsibility in his rvork. Cannot be counted on
to perform without constant direction.

Criteria Used:
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F'ORM LETTER TO AGENCY DTRECTORS

Date

Dear

A group of second year students in the graduate school ofsocial work, university of Manitoba, rrõ undertaking a
research study which involves a follow-up of children
discharged from Children's Home of Winniþeg between
January L, L964, and December 31, 1969. More specifically,
the group is interested in determining how these youngsters
are presently functioning in their social setting.
A rating scale developed by the group will attempt to
evaluate each child's social functioning in the various
sociar roles in which he performs in rris family setting,
school- or employment, and in the community. The data wiirbe collected from social workers who are working with the
youngsters.

since some of the research sample incrudes children who
were referred to Childrents lIome by your agency, andreturned to the agency's care after discharge, we would
appreciate havirlg your permission to contact the social
workers in your agency who are working with our sample
young people. A list of these children appears on the
attached sheet.

A member of the research group will be contacting you aboutthis matter shortly. your cooperation wil-l be gieãtry
appreciated.

Yours truly,

David Vincent
RESEARCH ADVTSOR




